Let's make this shift happen!
Energy transition is how fast, not if => load flexibility is becoming more and more important
ENERGY IS (still) NOT COOL

STOP TRYING TO MAKE FETCH HAPPEN
ENERGY IS (still) NOT COOL
Load consuming devices are becoming more abundant and more capable
Automation is necessary for load flexibility, therefore so are standards.
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Automation is necessary for load flexibility, therefore so are standards.
What GridFabric does

- Offer a buy instead of build option for companies implementing OpenADR
- Certified software implementations of VEN and VTN for certification
- Flexible implementation and hosting options in your environment, integration in language of your choice
- Battle tested through 30+ integrations
- Get up and running in minutes, integrated in days or weeks
Our software solutions

**Canvas**
OpenADR Server (VTN)

*Used by*
- Utilities
- DERMS platform providers
- Aggregators
- Researchers

**Plaid**
OpenADR Client (VEN)

*Used by*
- OEMs
- Aggregators
- Researchers

Find out more at [www.gridfabric.io](http://www.gridfabric.io)
Email us at [contact@gridfabric.io](mailto:contact@gridfabric.io)